I'LL GET BY (BAR)

4/4 1...2...1234

Intro:

(X2)

A   A
E7  A
Em7 D7

I'll get by as long as I have you

F#7  Bm7  E7

Though there be rain and darkness, too

F#dim  E7  F+  A  A#dim  Bm7  E7

I'll not complain, I'll see it through

A   E7  A
A+  D6

Poverty may come to me it's true

F#7  Bm7  C#7  F#m  F#7

But what care I, say, I'll get by

Bm7  E7  A

As long as I have you

Bm7  C#7  F#m  F#7

But what care I, say, I'll get by

Bm7  E7  A

As long as I have you
I'LL GET BY
4/4 1...2...1234

Intro: A A#dim Bm7 E7 (X2)

A     E7 A     A+     D6
I'll get by as long as I have you

F#7    Bm7         E7
Though there be rain and darkness, too

F#dim E7     E+     A     A#dim Bm7 E7
I'll not complain, I'll see it through

A     E7 A     A+     D6
Poverty may come to me it's true

F#7Bm7    C#7    F#m    F#7
But what care I, say, I'll get by

Bm7    E7 A
As long as I have you

Bm7    C#7    F#m    F#7
But what care I, say, I'll get by

Bm7    E7 A
As long as I have you